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Who ever heard ofa three-terminal key-to-disc system 
for $573/moilth that can handle source data entry, 
remote batch processing, IBM 3270/2260 simulation, 
and stand-alone computing? No one until now. 
Business data processing will never be the same. 

System IV/40: Genius of the Intelligent Terminals 

Single-switch start up with 
automatic program loading and-~ 
hardware self-check. 

24K to 12K byte CPU with ' 
processing power of an IBM 
360/30. All LSI design with 
solid state memory, integrated 
290K byte diskette or 205M byte 
cartridge disc drive, and async or 
bi-sync communications 
controller. ' 

132 column, 30 cps printer with 
96-character font. Up to 16 per 
system. 
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Distributed processing for distributed 
organizations. Makes sense doesn't it? 

With System IV /40 you can put the terminals 
where the action is. On the front line. In the back 
office. Wherever your people need help getting the 
job done. 

And because System IV / 40 is intelligent, it 
doesn't need to be on-line to solve the kinds of 
problems typically found throughout business. 
Things like helping a branch clerk enter orders in 
displayed replicas of your standard forms. 
Checking input data for errors while computing 
price/quantity totals, discounts, and taxes. Printing 
picking lists for warehouse stock. Retrieving and 
updating order files to show quantities actually 
packed. And generating invoices for inclusion with 
shipments. 

But System IV /40 can go on-line too. 
Whenever you or the central computer decide to 
transmit records back home. Or to receive reports 
from headquarters. During data entry in the day. 
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Or when line costs are low at night. Even when no 
one's there. 

Need even quicker turnaround? System 
IV / 40 also simulates remote IBM 3270's and 
2260's for real-time data base access. But with 
several intelligent extensions. Like single-key 
message generation for push-button report 
retrieval. Local format storage to keep line loads 
down and response time up. And a store-and
forward capability for nonstop data entry during 
periods of line failure or central site down time. 

FuUy supported softwa~e is part of the 
Four-Phase package. Including DATA IV /70 for 
conversational source data entry. On-line terminal 
simulators field proven in three million hours of 
operator use. Plus terminal-oriented COBOL for 
easy development of both batch and multiterminal 
applications. 

System IV /40. More than key-to-disc. More 
than RIE. A whole new way of doing business. 

1152-character Video Terminal 
with 85-key Data Entry 
or Typewriter Style Keyboard. 
Up to 16 per system at $41/month 
each. 1920 characters, dual intensity, 
and audible alarm available. 

We have installed over 3500 intelligent 
terminals throughout the nation in leading business; 
financial, and government organizations. 

Call for a personal demonstration today. 
Atlanta (404)351-0070 Los Angeles (213)640..1438 
Baltimore (301) 255-8508 Miami (305) 871-422.6 
Boston (617) 245-9600 New Jersey (201) 845-0252 
Chicago (312) 694-3250 New York: (212) 575-9400 
Cleveland (216) 749·7917 Philadelphia (215) 667-3756 
Dallas (214) 634-2240 San Francisco (415) 692-4360 
Detroit (313) 557·8844 St. Louis (314) 862-3030 
Hartford (203) 549-0054 Toronto (416) 493-1839 
Houston (713) 626·5053 Washington (301) 881-5075 
KansasCity (816) 561-8989 Other Cities (408) 255·0900 

Or send for our new brochure: 
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I Four-Phase Systems, Inc. .. f 
I National Marketing Headquarters I 
I 10420 North Tantau Avenue I Cupertino, California 95014 I 
I I I Yes, I am interested in System IV 140 for: I 
I 0 Source Data Entry & RIB 0 IBM 3270 Simulation J I 0 IBM 2260 Simulation 0 Custom Application~ I 
I No. and type of terminals now in use I 
I N~ I 
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I I I City State __ Zip ___ I 
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